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ABSTRACT 

 

Overtime logbook management is one of the most important jobs of the finance and 

human resource office of the campus of Suan Sunandha Rajabaht University. The problems 

of the accuracy, speed, and process of logbook management must be reviewed in order to 

find a better way to improve its effectiveness. The management of logbook for overtime is 

vital to the employees who depend on the extra income and need to withdraw their extra 

income as soon as possible. The image of detailed of integrity information is significant to 

maintain the university effectiveness of management. The objectives were to investigate the 

problem of overtime log book management and to offer solutions of overtime logbook 

management. The use of qualitative method is vital to the search of findings. A total of 20 

staff who were involved in the overtime logbook process in each department were chosen 

during the first quarter of 2019. The findings from the focus group revealed that they were 

very happy with the simple but fast process. Not only that the process allow employees to 

submit the overtime logbook within one week, but also allow employees to recheck the 

accuracy of the logbook online which was very convenient. However, there were some 

suggestions from their feedback that can help to enhance the process and accuracy of the 

overtime logbook. First, it is important to have a special staff meeting to discuss and offer the 

feedback to improve the quality of overtime logbook. Second, it is important to use more 

online information to add, change, and fill in more information online. Third, it is important 

to offer a training for new staff to understand the process of overtime logbook management.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Log management is one of the most essential element of quality human resource 

management and management system of Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University. Documenting 

and maintaining system and equipment usage as well as clearing log require the attention of 

the staff involved, the knowledge and skill in modern information system and applications. In 

fact, it is a mandatory for all campus employees to enter log book by using the system 

campus E-office which is easy and simple to use in daily working life. Manual paper based 

logbook still use in a few offices and a few departments but most of campus offices and 

department follow the new electronic logbook. The old system of paper based logbooks may 

be inaccurate, easily to lost due to many different reasons, and possible missing out of data 

during entering. Moreover, the old system of logbook is also known for increasing possibility 

of high errors and time consuming to auditing and monitoring. A stack of old papers is a sign 

of inefficiency and poor management in the modern office.  The inefficiency system of old 

fashion logbooks often leads to deviation of works and attention of employees, sign of poor 

human resource management, and time loss. Obviously, the old system of logbook becomes 

more and more detrimental for modern organization, loss of productivity, and wasting 

precious time of the organization.  
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Overtime logbook and general logbook management is essential for both employees 

and organization to be conducted in a fast speed as well as accuracy. It can be considered as 

one of the most important jobs of the finance and human resource office of the campus of 

Suan Sunandha Rajabaht University. The issues of the accuracy, speed, and process are vital 

to the success of logbook management and the process these issues in campus  must be 

reviewed closely in order to find a better way to improve its effectiveness and efficiency. The 

management of logbook for regular time and overtime is vital to the employees who depend 

on their income and extra income and need to withdraw their extra income as soon as 

possible. The image of the efficacy of detailed of integrity information is significant to 

maintain the university effectiveness of management. Therefore, the researcher, as one of the 

staff who were working with logbook management system, is interested in studying this topic 

of problems of current situation of logbook management system of the campus of Suan 

Sunandha Rajabhat University, Bangkok, Thailand and to be able to provide valuable 

suggestions to improve the system.  

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

The objectives of this study were to investigate the problem of overtime log book 

management and to offer solutions of overtime logbook management. The use of qualitative 

method is vital to the search of findings. A total of 20 staff who were involved in the overtime 

logbook process in each department of Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University were carefully 

chosen during the first quarter of 2019. There were six important steps of conducting this 

research study: First, define research problems if logbooks in campus.  Second, set up research 

purposes such as what were current situations and its problems and how was the best way to 

improve it. Third, use the qualitative method with informants. Fourth obtain results from in-

depth interview and from discussion with focus group. Fifth, analyze the findings and check for 

the accuracy and relevant of information. Finally, offer some valuable suggestions. In order to 

gain the findings and answers to this research, a qualitative research study was properly chosen 

for the purposes. The study was conducted by utilizing an in-depth interviewing with 20 

informants who had direct experiences dealing with regular and overtime logbook management 

system from old fashion to modern computer style logbooks. The sample group were 

interviewed in detail with extensive time consuming to provide information on the situations 

and problems as well as their comments and suggestions. Contextual analysis and both primary 

data and secondary data from focus group and findings of previous studies were also complying 

for data analysis and helps to reach the findings and suggestions.  

 

FINDINGS 

 

By using the qualitative technique of in-depth interview, the findings of this study can 

be reported that the current situation of logbook and overtime logbook management system 

was in a good conditions and moving towards more computerized system which would be 

more accurate, fast speed, and less time consuming to retrieve information. The findings from 

the respondents of focus group revealed that they were very satisfied with the simple but fast 

process which was designed to be easy to use, easy to monitoring, and easy to gain access. 

The old system may take a few week to process the overtime information and another few 

weeks before the paycheck come out. If there was some errors, it might take another few 

week to resolve the problem. Therefore, this new system is more beneficial to employees. 

Not only that the process allow employees to submit the overtime logbook within one week, 

but also allow employees to recheck the accuracy of the logbook online which was very 

convenient.  
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SUGGESTIONS 

 

However, there were some suggestions from their feedback that can help to enhance 

the process and accuracy of the overtime logbook. First, it is important to have a special staff 

meeting to discuss and offer the feedback to improve the quality of overtime logbook. Since 

the problems often have a similar feature and require similar solutions, therefore, the strong 

network of sharing information will help to resolve problems with speed and accuracy. 

Second, it is important to use more online information to add, change, and fill in more 

information online. Since the old system of paper based was inefficient and time consuming, 

the process should be more online with modern application. Third, it is important to offer a 

regular training for both old staff and new staff to understand the process of regular and 

overtime logbook management and allow them to have an updated information and 

knowledge. Finally, the top management should to show their support by focusing on the 

benefits of new computer and online process of logbook management. The strong support and 

direction of the executives would provide the confidence and maintain high morale of the 

staff who are working in this logbook management system.  
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